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Living and sutainable communities on Mars

Mars has long been seen as the logical step for Humanity’s first real step into the Solar System. 
In the 1950s, von Braun published his detailed plans for a mission to Mars that would supposedly 
take place before the end of the 20th century. Many books have been published proposing 
different paths for the conquest of Mars. Groups such as the Mars Society formed and openly 
declared their willingness to reach the red planet and install there a permanent human presence. 
But the reality of it is that no matter what the current plans announced by either government 
agencies or private enterprises are, there have been no human missions to Mars… yet.
So, in this matter, we are in the realm of speculation, of planning, testing, experimenting, and 
reasoning. How can we go about thinking of life on a martian base/colony?
By asking questions, for instance. Let us imagine that we are really descending to the martian 
surface. What would our first worry be?

Landing site
We can safely assume that this would have been decided before the arrival on Mars, that there 
would be a small base on the surface, and probably some supplies delivered by automated ships. 
But where would that base be located? If we take a look at the landing sites of the missions 
that went all the way to the surface of Mars, we can see a trend: most of them took place in 
the northern hemisphere (or close to it). This is related to the method of landing. Most of these 
probes went in straight from space, and had to go through important braking phases, using heat 
shields and parachutes; so, they needed a sufficient atmospheric column to maximize the use of 
those methods. If we consider that the most probable method of delivering a large number of 
humans to the surface would be to use some kind of smaller shuttle that would come down on a 
powered flight, this question is less problematic.
Still, not all places on Mars offer the same 
advantages and disadvantages to be the 
location of a human colony. For instance, a polar 
facility would have ready access to water, but 
would have to cope with very low temperatures 
and permanent darkness through a part of the 
year. A colony on a volcanic area might take 
advantage of lava tubes; a crater of suitable 
size could be turned into a dome; the area 
with remanent magnetism in the southern 
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hemisphere would require less effort to get protection from radiation. This opens the field to many 
ideas and proposals, taking into attention the necessities of a human population.

Shelter
After spending several months confined in a capsule, the martian explorers/colonists, given 
that they will spend some time on Mars, will need living quarters that are not so cramped. What 
are the options? They could move into a habitat that would have been previously sent and 
assembled – assuming that they would be capable of precision landing. Or they could bring along 
pre-fabricated modules that they would assemble themselves. They could employ machines to 
process the martian regolith and build their habitats. 
Other than living space, the shelter would have to provide protection against the conditions 
prevailing on Mars: the thin atmosphere, the low temperatures, the omnipresent dust, and the 
radiation coming from space. Using underground spaces (like lava tubes and caverns) would be a 
good solution, but it would also present some problems, such as access and the fact that people 
would basically live permanently under artificial light. Some solutions that, at first sight, would 
seem far-off ideas, such as the use of water-ice to build structures on Mars, are currently under 
serious consideration. In the end, your suggestion is as good as any other, provided it can be 
tested and it demonstrates that it can deal with the harsh realities of the martian environment.

Oxygen
Humans cannot breathe the Martian atmosphere. That 
is final. So, the colony would have to ensure a permanent 
supply of breathing air, even if the proportions of nitrogen 
and oxygen could be a little different than those we have 
on Earth. There would be too many problems associated 
with a regular supply of air from Earth. However, there 
are multiple solutions to this problem: strictly chemical 
processes such as extracting oxygen from the abundant 
water (ice) or from the CO

2 in the Martian atmosphere, 
or biochemical processes that would employ bacteria 

and algae to process the regolith and extract the oxygen from the soil. In any case, there would be 
some sort of plant or installation for the local production of breathable air. 

Water
Water is a fundamental part of human beings. We cannot survive without it. We need it to drink, 
to grow food with. Though water is also used on Earth to clean ourselves, and in plumbing, those 
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are issues that will have to be resolved through 
other means – water is simply too precious to use 
for those purposes on a martian colony. 
Once again, the possibility of supplying the colony 
with water from Earth is not realistic. The good 
news is that there is plenty of water on Mars. 
Not in the atmosphere, but in the ground. Not 
everywhere, either – thus, location would again 
be a major factor. If too far from a ready supply, 
the needs of a colony would have to be met by 
recurring to some sort of plant to recover water 
from the poles or other reservoirs. In any case, 
the Martian water would have to go through a purifying process to become drinkable.
Of course, the colony would have to be equipped with a stringent recycling system, so that no 
drop of water would be wasted. 

Food
Since food does not grow from one day to the 
other, the colony would have to live from the 
supplies sent from Earth for the time that it would 
take to prepare adequate areas for the growth of 
a variety of vegetable species. Experiments with 
real Martian soil have yet to become possible; the 
best we can do for now is to use simulants. So, 
it is possible that the Martian soil would have to 
suffer some treatment to become fully adequate 
to grow terrestrial vegetables (these would also 
probably be genetically engineered to adapt to Mars). Hydroponic agriculture would also be 
an alternative. Much experimenting will be necessary. And vast areas of greenhouses will be 
dedicated to the growth of this type of food.
Also, assuming that not all colonists would be vegetarians, the problem of animal protein 
arises. Traditional livestock would surely be hard to keep on Mars, at least in the first years of 
colonization. Poultry and small animals, and fish ponds, should be easier to accommodate, but 
some alternatives will surely be considered… insects, anyone? Synthetic protein is also a strong 
possibility (if the production facilities are easy to install and maintain). In any case, space and 
personnel would have to be assigned to this task.
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Energy
There is no coal or petrol on Mars. There are no dams on Mars. Geothermal energy is, for the 
time being, an unknown, but it would probably depend on the location of the colony.
However, there is plenty of solar energy; though panels would keep getting covered by dust, 
this is a very likely solution (and would provide a job for some of the colonists). There is also 
much wind: light weight turbines could harness that. 
However, the first months of the colony would probably depend on radio-isotope generators 
taken from Earth.

Transport
The necessities of a colony would require the existence of several facilities, probably separated 
from the housing complex. The constant movement of people between the different plants/
greenhouses/installations calls for the existence of diverse means of transportation: individual, for 
small groups and for large groups. Most of those will be land vehicles, but some sort of air vehicles 
could be considered (the Martian atmosphere is thin, but CO

2 is a comparatively heavy gas).

Clothing
This is the kind of problem that begs for the 
use of new, smart, materials. And recycling 
would play a major role also.

Washing
We have all seen it: high-powered air jets, 
ultrasounds… Yes, there are many ways to 
keep clean in an environment where water is 
at a premium, and they will surely be explored 

in the case of a martian colony.

What to do?
Assume there is now a group of, let us say, a hundred people living on Mars – in other words, 
that Humanity has indeed set foot on Mars to stay. What would people do there? It is reasonable 
to assume that most of the early colonists would be scientists; the exploration of Mars for 
scientific purposes or to locate and assess natural resources would occupy most of their time. 
Another group would consist of engineers and technicians in charge of colony maintenance. Still 
another would consist of medical personnel. Some jobs would naturally become necessary as the 
population grew, and they would not necessarily need high qualifications (cooking, cleaning…). 
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Living in a small but growing community would 
at some time require the existence of a peace-
keeping force. Courts would be needed to solve 
questions of diverse sort. Does this remind you of 
something? In fact, we could look into the growth 
of a frontier town in the Old American West to try 
to figure out the evolution of a growing colony on 
Mars. With time, services would be required, and 
people would rise to the occasion, and thus build 
a functioning community. Births would take place. 
Schools would become a reality. New sports would 
be invented, old ones would be adapted. 
But… one question remains: who would pay for all that? Would the colonists be paid in Earth 
currency? By whom? Assuming that the first colony would require a huge input of Earth resources, 
how long could that be expected to last, given socio-political variations on Earth? If the evolution 
of the Martian colony could be expected to be based at first on a barter economy, how long would 
it take for it to become money-based? What kind of commodities could the Martian colony provide 
to balance its account with Earth? Could a Martian colony become self-sufficient in economic 
terms? Will people become landowners on Mars? The questions are plenty, the answers reside, 
for now, in our imagination. 
In the far future, it is conceivable that 
Martians of human descent would like to rule 
themselves, and maybe turn their planet into 
a more agreeable place. On the other hand, 
they may get used to the environment, and 
appreciate it as it is. 
If they choose to terraform Mars, that is a 
long-term commitment. This would require 
thickening the atmosphere, increasing the 
temperature and pressure so liquid water 
would become stable, increasing oxygen 
content, until one day humans could feel 
the winds of Mars on their faces, and look 
into ponds of water and recognize that, 
when seeing their reflection, they would be 
looking at a Martian.
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Key factors for accurate descriptions of everyday life on Mars

A. Planetary environment
1. The planetary disk
Mars is called the red planet. On earth’s skies it is clearly seen as a red dot. It retains the same 
color on its image when seen through small or large telescopes. It is also the same when we are 
dealing with pictures taken from orbiting devices. Therefore, any drawing or written description 
of planetary disk should include variations of this color. Brown and orange are acceptable colors. 
Blue and green are not. The explanation of this fact is based on the abundance of iron oxides. A 
demonstration of iron rust in the classroom provides an excellent opportunity for the introduction 
of chemical reactions in science lessons.

2. The daily outside pictures

The sun disk during late afternoon Visibility during mild sand storm 
conditions.

The global picture slightly changes when we enter the martian atmosphere. The high concentration 
of dust particles and scattering of light on them is a key factor in determining the atmospheric 
color and the color of surface objects.
The sun disk is somehow smaller in diameter than what we experience on earth. There are 
generally no blue skies and the yellow color dominates.
There are no middle altitude clouds. An astronaut or a settler would sometimes see high altitude 
clouds (of cirriform type) and very low altitude clouds like fog or haze in morning hours. These are 
water ice crystal clouds. There are of course the dust clouds.
During moderate dust storms, fine dust particles are blown on the atmosphere causing a 
significant air temperature increase and at the same time a significant visibility reduction.
When an intense storm is approaching, sometimes it is seen as distinct dust front. Charged particles 
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raised on the thin atmosphere produce electric discharges 
between cloud and the ground just like what is observed in 
volcanic plumes on earth.

Wild sand storm approaching a rover site from the northwest.

3. The sun sets
There are no reddish sunsets. The size distributions of particles in 
the earth and Mars atmosphere are different causing a different 
combination of Rayleigh and Mie light scattering. Deep blue and 
maybe purple is the dominant color during sets and rises.

Comparison of the two sunsets

4. The sun eclipses
Sun eclipses from Mars equatorial territories are quite common. 
Such an eclipse is depicted bellow where you can see Phobos (one 
of the two martian satellites) partially covering the disk of the sun 
some hour before sunset. (simulated view with rover’s camera).

Sun eclipse on Mars

5. The observation of natural satellites of Mars from its surface
Light is absent from martian surface even when it’s two moons are overhead. The luminosity of 

Phobos is close to venus on earth. On the other hand, Deimos is 
seen as a light dot on the sky. Of course there are no moonlight 
shadows. The picture of the martian night sky offers an excellent 
opportunity to discuss in the classroom the relationship between 
light intensity and distance.

Picture of the two satellites captured from the camera of a rover
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B. The human residence and every day activity
1. A world of buttons
Although many people argue about the beauty of martian environment (it is the beauty of a 
desert environment), everybody agrees that it is a hostile environment for earth creatures.
Away from the energy abundance on earth, and under a weaker sun, the residence on Mars 
demands restrictions in power consumption at least in the beginning and before transfer 
networks are built. There are vital priorities that have to be fulfilled and ease and entertainment 
are the last in the row. There are switches everywhere and when a system is operational (i.e. 
oxygen production and ventilation) another system must shut down or become restricted. As 
an example of such priorities we recall that the lack of breathable air kills in minutes while the 
lack of heat sources kills in hours.
Therefore, the everyday routine includes switching on and off of a various subsystems. As 
the human brain usually remembers 5 to 7 different items, check lists are valuable for many 
procedures.

An imitation of a control panel for kids.

In the above picture you can also see analogue switches, accompanied by analogue indicators. 
Sometimes a gradual power up and down is required. 
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2. The buffer doors
Buffer doors are almost everywhere in a future shelter on Mars. Breathable air is very valuable 
and the risk of accidental loss must be eliminated. Therefore, there are compartments with buffer 
doors dispersed in the shelter. They are both manually and automatically operated. The interior 
of a martian base must have the characteristics of a submarine.

Fictional picture of the inside of a martian shelter. There are buffer doors to shield 
the compartments in case of air leak.

3. The external doors
The external doors of martian shelters have to be always accompanied by airlocks.
In case you read a description such as “When he saw from the window his fellow companion 
gasping on martian soil, he instinctively opened the door and rushed outside to help him”, this is 
not an acceptable description. On Mars getting out of the shelter requires first an appropriate 
dress and second the proper use of an airlock. For a proper use of an airlock the settler needs 
first to open the internal door, then get into the airlock chamber and wear the Mars suit and/or 
the helmet. Then, close the internal door behind him and decompress the chamber. Finally he 
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opens the external door and walks outside. The decompression is a procedure that takes some 
time (in the order of few tens of seconds). If someone forgets to decompress then he will be 
blasted out risking serious injury. If someone forgets to wear his helmet, he is about to commit 
suicide.

4. Walking on Mars
On Mars walking is not an easy task. With a gravity at 1/3 of earth s gravity the weight is 
also reduced to 1/3 of earth s. Since friction depends on vertical force it is also significantly 
reduced. This fact makes martian surface a very slippery environment. Falls are quite 
common (at least in the beginning) incidents. Fortunately, they produce less damage due 
to reduced gravity.

A fictional picture of the interior of an airlock. You can see the pressurization-depressurization tubes and 
may be dust cleaners. The yellowish color on the window represents external environment.
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Jumping-walking (fictional picture)

What makes jumps fascinated is not the launch but the duration of free fall which is considerably longer. 

A run attempt with legs widely open in order to maintain balance (fictional picture)
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5. The martian dust
Another annoying phenomenon that accompanies walking on Mars is dust raise and 
electrification. In the dry conditions of Mars, friction electrification is common. Fine dust 
particles are not only raising in the air but also sticking on the suits and devices. The procedure 
charges plastic marerials and counter meassures are required for the protection of sensitive 
electronic devices. Cleanning suits and other materials is absolutely necessary after the 
return.

Raising dust while walking (fictional picture).

6. Sounds on Mars
Although no sound has ever been recorded by the robotic vehicles that explore Mars (the polar 
lander that carried a microphone crashed), scientists can describe the sounds of Mars based on 
physical principles. The main characteristics of them are the low transmission velocities, the large 
absorption rate and the modification in frequency distribution of produced sounds.
The low velocity implies that there is a considerable time delay between the production and the 
reception of the sound depending on distance. The large absorption rate indicates that the sounds 
are weak and do not travel long distances. They are totally absorbed and vanish after about 200 
m. The frequency spectrum of each sound is shifted towards lower pitch. For a Mars settler it 
is impossible to directly hear the sound because his ears are covered by the helmet. However, 
sound sensors (microphones) will probably pass the sense to the communication earphones. In 
that case he should be aware of the delay, the absorption and the frequency shift.
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Activities

1. Design and built a shelter on Mars
Overview
Students design and built a shelter on Mars.
(stem / visual arts / hand on experimentation / design arts / 3d design)
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Objectives
Students will:
Investigate the conditions on Mars and built their shelters with simple materials after their 
hypotheses. Make experiments to test the insulation, the strength, the mass, the size and the 
prevention of UV radiation of their construction. Record the steps of their research, analyze the 
results, draw conclusions and finally present their shelters and support the results of their work 
to the evaluation committee consisting by scientists. Enjoy and be able to challenges requiring 
them to apply knowledge in nonroutine ways. Understand key principles and relationships within 
a content area and organize information in a conceptual framework. Learn, remember and recall 
facts relevant to an area. Learn and can apply theories relevant to a content area. Know and be 
able to use the language specific to a content area. Apply facts to real word situations. Be familiar 
with and be able to use effectively the tools and techniques specific to a content area. Evaluate, 
integrate and critically analyze multiple sources of information. Structure information and data 
in meaningful way. Formulate problems and generate hypotheses. Identify data and information 
needed to solve a problem. Reason and construct justifiable arguments in support of a hypothesis. 
Persist to solve complex problems. Collaborate with others to complete tasks and solve problems 
successfully. Participate in a team to plan problem solving steps and identify resources necessary 
to meet group goals. Communicate and incorporate multiple points of view to meet group goals. 
Listen to and incorporate feedback and ideas from others. Provide appropriate feedback to their 
peers. Communicate concepts to others in written and oral presentations.

Tools
Online exploration / Lithographs / Q&A / Fast Facts / Myths vs realities / the news / 3d design-printer

2. Reflect and design a community on Mars
Overview
Students consider the elements that make up a community. They reflect on their own 
communities and use their personal community knowledge and experience. Consider which 
elements are necessary, important, desirable and expendable.
(visual arts / design arts / 3d design / language arts)

–  Community game board
–  Interviews
–  Take pictures of what they like and don’t like about their community
–  Create a collage of all the people that are important to their home community
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–  Create a simple model of Mars Community using boxes, paint, paper etc., follow the initial 
layout and build the 3-d community

Objectives
Students will:
Understand the elements that are needed for a successful community. Recognize the communities 
of which they are a part. Identify what makes their community unique and why they like living in 
their community. Identify what things they would change about their community. Consider the 
people who contribute to a successful community. Think about their home community, its history 
and the people who keep it thriving. Identifying elements that are common to many communities, 
discussing these elements as they relate to the participant’s personal experience, deciding which 
elements are most important to them as an individual and as a community member, considering 
the strengths and weaknesses of their community. Interviewing community professionals such as 
doctors, teachers, scientists, engineers ext. Get in touch with the art of storytelling with professional 
storytellers. Create a story. Understand key principles and relationships within a content area and 
organize information in a conceptual framework. Learn, remember and recall facts relevant to an 
area. Learn and can apply theories relevant to a content area. Apply facts, processes and theories 
to real word situations. Be familiar with and be able to use effectively the tools and techniques 
specific to a content area. Evaluate, integrate and critically analyze multiple sources of information. 
Collaborate with others to complete tasks and solve problems successfully. Work as part of a 
group to identify group goals. Communicate concepts to others in written and oral presentations. 
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Participate in a team to plan problem solving steps and identify resources necessary to meet group 
goals. Communicate and incorporate multiple points of view to meet group goals. Listen to and 
incorporate feedback and ideas from others. Provide appropriate feedback to their peers.

Tools
Online exploration / Q&A / the news / 3d design-printer / Video / Comic and storyboard creator

3. Design a living community on Mars
Overview
Students choose expert roles and research Mars. They brainstorm and come up with solutions 
for the challenges the Mars environment will pose to human existence. They answer: Where 
their community is located – in a crater, at the poles, etc. Study how to protect from the harsh 
martian environment. Investigate solutions for food, water, oxygen and energy.
(stem / visual arts / design arts / hands on experimentation / 3d design)

–  Students examine all the available areas with their advantages and disadvantages and choose 
the proper.

–  Students determine what food to take with them on their Mars mission and package the food 
in a box with labels, so the contents were easily recognizable to anyone on the mission. They 
have to keep in mind the limited space there would be on the spacecraft to pack the food, the 
length of the journey and that the people on the mission spoke a variety of languages, making it 
necessary to label the food packages with symbols and pictures. The students are provided with 
about 30 different food choices representing packaged foods one would find in any grocery 
store. The students also develop symbols for labels that were pasted on the box.

–  Students design and built a greenhouse. They choose and plant the suitable vegetables.

Objectives
Students will:
Discover the Planet Mars and the challenges the environment will pose to human existence. 
Become “experts” and identify martian environment challenges. Use their expertise to develop 
solutions for the first martian inhabitants.
Demonstrate the ability to conduct experiments, analyze and interpret the results. Formulate 
problem and generate hypotheses. Apply different ideas specific to a content area to gather 
necessary data. Understand key principles and relationships within a content area and organize 
information in a conceptual framework. Learn, remember and recall facts relevant to an area. 
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Learn and can apply theories relevant to a content area. Apply facts, processes and theories to 
real word situations. Evaluate, integrate and critically analyze multiple sources of information. 
Identify data and information needed to solve a problem. Reason and construct justifiable 
arguments in support of a hypothesis. Persist to solve complex problems. Collaborate with 
others to complete tasks and solve problems successfully. Work as part of a group to identify 
group goals. Communicate concepts to others in written and oral presentations. Participate in 
a team to plan problem solving steps and identify resources necessary to meet group goals. 
Communicate and incorporate multiple points of view to meet group goals. Listen to and 
incorporate feedback and ideas from others.

Tools
Online exploration / Lithographs / Graphic Organizers / Q&A / Fast Facts / Myths vs realities / 
the news / 3d design-printer / Video / Comic and storyboard creator / google Mars
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